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Relaxation times in exchange-biased nanostructures
José Mejı́a-Lópeza) and D. Altbir
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~Received 27 January 2003; accepted 29 May 2003!

We calculated the energy barrier,DE, for exchange-biased~EB! systems, using the ferromagnetic
domain wall model. The temperature dependence of the EB is in good agreement with experimental
results. For Fe–FeF2 , Fe–MnF2, and Ni–NiO,DE is proportional to a power of the interfacial
coupling constant and inversely to the ferromagnetic film thickness. The temperature and volume
dependence of the relaxation time show that exchange coupling increases the superparamagnetic
blocking temperature of nanostructured ferromagnets. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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During the last decade, the areal density of hard d
drives increased over 100% per year and 49.8 Gbit in22 has
been reported in 2002 by Toshiba. Single bit information
encoded into two magnetic states, separated by an en
barrier. The thermal decay to equilibrium of the magne
moment of a single-domain ferromagnetic nanoparticle1 fol-
lows a simple Arrhenius switching probability2 with a relax-
ation timet5t0 exp(DE8/kBT), wherekB is the Boltzmann
constant,T is the temperature, andt0 is a constant of the
order of 1029 s. DE85KV is the energy barrier each gra
has to overcome to minimize its energy,3 with V as an effec-
tive switching volume andK as the magnetic anisotropy pe
unit volume. A 5% maximal loss over 10 years of stor
information at ambient temperatures4,5 implies DE8
540kBT, then the use of smaller volumes necessarily
quires an increase ofK.

In ferromagnetic~FM!-antiferromagnetic~AF! bilayers,
DE8 may increase respect to the free FM because of
exchange coupling present.6 Recently exchange bias~EB!
has been intensively studied,7,8 and models which include
different assumptions on the interface structure,9,10 the for-
mation of AF11–17 and FM18–20 domains were proposed
Jensen21 found an increase ofDE8 of a FM particle on top of
an AF substrate due to the exchange coupling. However,
model does not exhibit EB.15

Here we calculate the temperature dependence ofDE8
and t in FM–AF bilayers using the ferromagnetic doma
wall model~FM–DW!.20 In this model the first AF interface
layer is frozen during the cooling process across the AF N´el
temperatureTN into a canted spin configuration at an ang
uc with respect to the cooling fieldHcf . Thus, atT,TN ,
only terms related to the FM will contribute to the energy.
an external fieldH, the energy per ferromagnetic spin
given by
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where NF is the number of FM layers,JF is the FM ex-
change constant, andSF andS are the magnitude of the FM
and interface spin atT50, respectively. The terms in Eq.~1!
describe~1!: the exchange interaction between the FM la
ers, withuk the angle between the spins in thekth FM layer
and theHcf direction,k51 denoting the FM interface layer
~2! anisotropy energy defined by the ferromagnet8s anisot-
ropy constantKF ; ~3! Zeeman energy proportional toh
5 1

2gFmBH/JF , with gF as the ferromagnet’s gyromagnet
ratio, mB as the Bohr magneton, andF as the angle betwee
the external magnetic field andHcf ; and ~4! interface cou-
pling energy with an effective coupling constant~conserving
earlier notation!22

k5
uJF/AFu

JF
F2uJF/AFu2gAFmBHcf

10uJAFu12KAF
G , ~2!

with JF/AF andJAF as the exchange constants of the interfa
and AF bulk respectively,KAF as the anisotropy constan
and gAF as the gyromagnetic ratio of the antiferromagn
k.0 yields negative andk,0 positive EB. Whenk,k0

5A24/(NF
221), the EB field22 is

HEB52
2JFSk

gFmBNF
. ~3!

Generally23 the ferromagnet’s Curie temperatureTC is
much larger thanTN ~for Fe–FeF2 , TC51063 K, andTN

579 K). Therefore, atT,TN!TC , the magnetic properties
~magnetization! of the FM are temperature independen
Within the FM–DW model, the main effect of temperature
to change the magnitude of the AF interface spinsS, i.e., the
effective couplingSk becomeŝ S&Tk. This is equivalent to
assume that the FM–AF coupling is temperature indep
dent. Assuming that the AF interface magnetization has
bulk mean field temperature dependence,^S&T5SBS(x),
where BS(x) is the Brillouin function, x52zJAFS^S&T /
kBT, andz is the number of nearest AF neighbors in the A
bulk. This is equivalent to consider a very high AF aniso
ropy. ReplacingS by ^S&T in Eq. ~3!, the temperature depen
dence ofHEB becomes

HEB~T!52
2JFSBS~x!kaF

gFmBtF
, ~4!
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with aF as the distance between adjacent FM planes antF

5NFaF as the FM thickness. To validate this model, w
calculateHEB for Fe–FeF2 at different temperatures usin
the parameters in Table I, andaF50.2 nm, tF513 nm, and
the only adjustable parameterJF/AF520.80 meV. We al-
ways usedS51 andHcf52000 Oe. Our results in Fig. 1 ar
in good agreement with experiment.10

To calculate atT50 the energy barrier per spinDE, we
apply a strong external magnetic field,H, which forces the
FM to align along this direction. Then,uk5F for every k
and Eq.~1! reduces to

E~F!522KFFJF~NF21!

NFKF
1cos2F1

hJF

KF
1g cosFG .

~5!

g[JFSk/KFNF compares the strength of the FM–AF e
change coupling energy (JFSk) with the anisotropy energy
of the FM (KFNF). When g,1, Eq. ~5! exhibits minima
at F150 and at F25p and a maximum at F3

5arccos(2JFSk/2KFNF) @solid line in the inset of Fig. 2~a!#.
For g.1 there is a minimum atF150 and a maximum a
F25p @dashed line in the inset of Fig. 2~a!#. DE is given by
the difference between a maximum and a minimum of
energy. AtF1 :

DE05KF~11g!2 for g,1, ~6!

DE054KFg for g.1, ~7!

and atF2 :

DEp5KF~12g!2 for g,1, ~8!

DEp50 for g.1. ~9!

TABLE I. Magnetic parameters for Fe–FeF2 , Fe–MnF2 , and Ni–NiO.J
andK are in milli-electron-volt.

System JF KF JAF KAF gF gAF

Fe–FeF2 16a 0.001a 21.26c 2.500e 2.2a 3.75f

Fe–MnF2 16a 0.001a 21.08d 0.120e 2.2a 2.50f

Ni–NiO 14b 0.043b 211.0b 0.043b 2.5b 2.50b

aSee Ref. 24.
bSee Ref. 21.
cSee Ref. 10.
dSee Ref. 27.
eSee Ref. 25.
fSee Ref. 26.

FIG. 1. HEB as a function ofT for Fe–FeF2 ; solid line depicts our results
circles ilustrate experiment~see Ref. 10!.
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From these expressions and Eq.~2! when g.1 or g,1,
DE0 is proportional toJF/AF

2 ,21 or JF/AF
4 , respectively. Fig-

ures 2~a! and 2~b! illustrate DE0 and DEp for Fe–FeF2 ,
Fe–MnF2, and Ni–NiO, withNF51 and using parameter
in Table I. The Ni–NiO curve exhibits the same qualitati
behavior as presented by Jensen21 in Fig. 3~c!.

ReplacingS by ^S&T in Eqs. ~6! and ~7! we obtain the
temperature dependence of the energy barrier.DE0 decreases
with increases FM thickness~Fig. 3!. As expected, the three
curves collapse in one forDE0 per unit interface area,A. For
every thickness,DE0 remains almost constant over a larg
interval of temperatures, until it drops to the FM valu
at TN .

The relaxation timet for different sized FM and tem-
peratures ~Fig. 4! was evaluated for Fe–FeF2 using
DE8(T)5NDE0(T), with N the total number of FM spins
A volume built from a unit cell~formed by an Fe monolaye
along the@110# direction! of 3.9632.831.98 Å3 repeatsNF

times in the three dimensions. BelowTN , for a FM coupled

FIG. 2. Energy barrier,DE0 and DEp , as a function ofJF/AF . Inset ~a!:
Total energyE as a function ofF for g,1 ~solid line! andg.1 ~dashed
line!.

FIG. 3. Energy barrier,DE0 , per spin, as a function ofT for different NF ,
using the same parameters as in Fig. 1.
P license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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to an AF,t is greater than for an isolated FM case~Fig. 4!,
i.e., exchange coupling increases the transition tempera
from ferromagnetism to superparamagnetism for small p
ticle volumes. Figure 5 shows the temperature dependenc
ln(t/t0) for two FM clusters of volumes 1.123107 Å 3 ~lower
curves! and 3.83105 Å 3 ~upper curves! corresponding to the
superparamagnetic limit (KV540kBT) for isolated FM clus-
ters atT5300 K andT510 K, respectively.

This model provides a clear description for experime
tally measurable relaxation time, however it mainly refers
the dependence oft on the anisotropy. It does not include th
algebraic dependence found in a quantum mechan
model28 or the enhancements of the coercivity concomit
with exchange bias.7,8 Preliminary calculations using th
Mauri model12 indicate that the conclusions obtained he
are valid as long as changes in the effective switching v
ume while crossingTN are forbidden. On the other han
models which rely on the formation of domain walls8,17 in

FIG. 4. ln(t/t0) as a function ofV. Filled symbols represent Fe nanostru
tures coupled to FeF2 , while open symbols represent the same Fe clus
without coupling.

FIG. 5. ln(t/t0) as a function ofT for two different volumes. Filled symbols
represent an Fe cluster coupled to FeF2 while open symbols relates to th
same Fe cluster without coupling.
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the AF, for instance, may show an enhancedt for both spin
directions.

In conclusion, we derived the temperature dependenc
the exchange bias in FM–AF bilayers within the FM–D
model, assuming it to be given solely by the temperat
dependence of the interfacial AF spins. These results ar
agreement with experimental measurements in Fe–Fe2 .
From these we calculated theDE as a function of tempera
ture andt for various sized systems. A strong increase ofDE
of spins initially oriented along the direction of the coolin
field is found. As a consequence, an increase of the magn
stability appears. However, spins initially pointing in the o
posite direction exhibit a decreased energy barrier at z
field. But, as mentioned earlier, this would not be true if o
considers for example domain walls in the antiferromagn
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